1800 335 361

CUSTOM RANGE BONDED BLINDS
Beautifully crafted, subtly detailed
Covered in the fabric of your choice, Bonded Roller Blinds can add a touch of luxury to any space.
Incredibly versatile, Bonded Roller Blinds are an ideal option for children or teenage rooms, kitchens,
laundry windows, or family rooms requiring full light blockout. They can also be dressed for formal
areas by adding tassels, padded or bonded pelmets or curtains. With so many options to choose
from, you'll be spoilt for choice.

SUPERB QUALITY
Our exclusive state-of-the-art machinery and highly skilled crafts people create the most wellrenowned Bonded blinds in Australia.

QUOTE ASSIST
We can assist you over the phone with quoting, calculating fabric requirements and ordering. Our
highly trained Customer Service team have over 60 years of soft furnishing experience.
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3. REDUCE SHRINKAGE
Fabrics for Bonded and Roman blinds, which are recognised to shrink, are processed through our
specially designed fabric shrinking over to reduce movement after manufacturing and ensure your
blinds retain their shape and quality for many years
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Custom made Bonded Blind from BQ Design

SELECTING YOUR DESIRED BLINDS IS AS EASY AS 1 2 3
1 SIMPLY SELECT A BLIND STYLE TO SUIT YOUR FABRIC
2 THEN ADD YOUR ADDITIONS
3 MEASURE AND ORDER
If you are a soft furnishing retail trader you can receive a quote or place an order by completing a worksheet located in Job Track, or by phoning customer service on 1800 335 361.
If you do not have a registered trading account with BQ Design please register here.

1. STYLES
CHOICES OF PLAIN OR FANCY STYLES AVAILABLE

Plain style, with
optional tassel
(BB1)

Plain style, with tab
and ring (BB2)

Fancy style, with
double lathe and
optional tassel or
tab and ring (BB3)

Fancy style, with
double lathe, bay
and optional tassel
or tab and ring
(BB5)
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2. ADDITIONS
CHOICES OF ADDITIONS AVAILABLE

Piping above lathe

Fringe to base

Braid above lathe

Contrast binding

COMPONENTRY
OUR STANDARD BLIND INCLUDES:
Chain operation with white plastic bead chain. Other chain colours available on
request: birch white or black plastic, nickel plated or stainless steel (rust resistant).
Robust aluminium roller tube and brackets, chain drive and chain tensioner colour
matched to chain.
Booster spring included in larger blind sizes.
Finished with a fabric lathe.
Also available on request:
Motorisation
Dual brackets: Allows both a blockout and light filtering blind to be installed on one
window with blinds sitting one in front of the other.
Easy link connector: Connects multiple blinds together on adjoining windows, with
minimal gap between each blind and one chain operating all blinds or blinds can
operate independently.

FABRIC
Bonded Roller Blinds provide you with an opportunity to include a plain or statement
print fabric in your room. Your fabric is carefully bonded to a blockout ivory (BQ
standard) or white coloured polyester then applied to the roller blind componentry. We
can join and perfectly pattern match fabrics for wide width blinds. For the best results
select a non sheer fabric with at least 40% cotton content and no heavy embroidery.
The following fabric are not suitable for bonding: 100% polyester, linens, some silks,
chintz, backcoated fabrics and fabrics with high viscose content. BQ can test fabrics
for suitability.

MORE PRODUCT INFORMATION

Customer | Job Track

Register with BQ Design
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